
While D-Line has shaped a reputation around cable management for 
surface mounted cables, it’s notable how Safe-D fire-rated fasteners  
have become firm favourites under the surface!… 
For a channel with good substrate, single-piece D-Line  
Twin Stags can first-fix rest in a 5mm pilot hole, with no screw 
or wall-plug needed. Then the open head can be closed around 
two cables, or to hold a 16mm or 20mm oval conduit, before 
being pushed home. No screw or wall-plug is required.  
The surface can be boarded or plaster-finished in knowledge 
that should it ever fail in event of a fire, the fire-rated Twin  
Stag Clips will hold the wires in-situ.

With different solutions for different scenarios, D-Line like  
to hear how innovative electricians are finding these under-
cover applications. 

Explained Jonathan Davis, Director of DNA Electrical & Property 
Services in Southampton…

‘We’ll often chase a channel to bury cables in oval conduits,  
that must be properly secured to eliminate risk of any  
movement that later might crack plaster finishes. 

Recently we needed to rewire an older property with crumbly 
plaster and weaker bricks. We appreciated the versatility  
of D-Line F40 and F50 clips. We put F-clips at top and bottom  
of the trench, at 750mm centres in between, secured by screw-
fixing thru the base hole. Then it was easy to locate the oval 
conduit, before wrap & locking the F-Clips to give the oval  
conduit a tight hold in a narrow channel. 

The F-Clips are versatile and user friendly, doing a great job!’ 

Whether on the surface or behind a wall, D-Line’s fire-rated 
fasteners can tightly anchor conduits, as fast-fix and fire-safe 
solutions that give peace of mind for plastering works to follow.

For recessed installations, it’s worth keeping D-Line ‘out-of-
sight, but not out-of-mind!’

D-LINE FASTENERS  
GO UNDER COVER!

‘Quickest install, looks great’
www.d-line.com

 Stag Clip Twin Galv 2x 6-8mm 
cables & 16mm oval conduit

Pic 16mm & 20mm oval

 Stag Clip Twin Galv 2x 8-10mm 
cables & 20mm oval conduit

Also, F-Clip 40 for oval conduit

D-Fix Pan head

For more information please ask leading wholesalers, or call D-Line Trade 0191 236 0960


